
EAP – LOVE AND MISCHIEF

 Monday APRIL 22ND TO Friday 26th April

DAY ONE. Introduction to a choice-centered approach to synastry.  

No “yay or nay” about people’s relationships, but rather how to counsel in
support of relationships. Overview of the three simultaneous approaches

– looking at the people as individuals, looking at their astrological
interactions, and looking at the Composite chart. In the second half of
the day, we begin Phase One - Looking at the individuals. What are
needing to learn? What are our blind spots? Taking in the wholeness of
the chart. The meaning of Mars and Venus.
The “Arc of Intimacy Houses (House 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8)

DAY TWO. Continuing with the individual birthchart. 

How to identify and profile one’s “natural mate.” Here, we will see how the 
more psychological and internal developmental logic of the individual 
chart must be “met” in the world by people who can help us learn what 
we are here to learn. 

We will also consider what happens when we meet genuine soulmates 
who have gone down a dark road.

DAY THREE. Entering Technical Synastry.

Here, we explore interaspects – my Venus trines your Sun. What are 
these “transmissions” and “receptions?” We will also consider :”house 
transpositions” - your Moon falls in my 7th house and my Venus falls in 
your 12th house. We will pay special attention to the nodal access. What 
if my Venus conjuncts your north node? What “face” did I present to you 
in a prior life - and what perils does that create for our present 
connection?



DAY FOUR The Composite Chart. 

Here, we explore the idea that “the whole is greater than the sum of the 
parts. Every relationship has its own meta-personality, complete with 
needs, fears, and an evolutionary agenda. 

How do we recognize the meaning of the composite chart? How does
it interact with the two individual charts?

DAY FIVE. 

We will explore practical examples drawn from the experience
of class members and entertain questions about presenting an integrated,
encouraging synastry analysis in the real world of clients with their
limited astrological knowledge and their array fo issues and need


